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ABSTRACT

The investigation dealt with the problem of biorhythmic

criticality and its influence on human error and accidents,

based on data from 4346 naval aircraft mishaps in the Fiscal

Years 1968-1973. Observed occurrences of mishaps were com-

puted under different aspects and compared against expected

occurrences, obtained from a mathematical model.

The findings of the study supported the relativity- idea

in the theory of Biorhythms: critical states of the three

biorhythmic cycles have different effects on groups of people

with different characteristics. For pilots, the study re-

vealed no significant influence from Biorhythms by straight-

forward application of critical days, as observed in previous

research. Significant results at varying levels between a =

0.15 and 0.03 were obtained when considering different age

groups among pilots. The intellectual cycle was found to be

irrelevant in connection with aircraft mishaps. A high nega-

tive correlation was discovered concerning the deviation be-

tween observed and expected mishaps, when pilots under thirty

years of age were compared with those above thirty (a = 0.117),

The question of increased significance when applying critical

intervals rather than critical days as defined in the concept

of the "Critical Category" was answered negatively.

Final goal for the application of Biorhythms in that field

is considered to obtain a predictive device for operational

purposes, reducing the accident rate by avoiding flying days

for pilots with disadvantageous criticality states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. THE PROBLEM

For a long time, since the beginning of industrialization

in the Nineteenth Century, it was well accepted that the bot-

tleneck of any system was the machine: high costs, limited

availability, technological limitations, and unsatisfactory

reliability of its parts and therefore the whole machine con-

stituted severe constraints in the productivity of any system.

It was only natural that all concentrated efforts of the in-

dustrialized world were devoted to improvements of this "weak

link". Mankind proved to be successful in that respect; the

only uncomfortable experience, however, was that the man him-

self had taken over the role of the weak link as machines be-

came better and more complex. People also began to realize

that it was a much more complex and sophisticated problem to

remove the bottleneck "man" than it had been in the machine's

case. What influences his performance in the necessary man-

machine interaction? How can one predict his behavior and

performance variation in trying to accomplish his task? These

were some of the questions man presented in the man-machine

interface

.

Another drastic change occurred in our attitude toward

'man' and 'machine'. It was only about one hundred years ago

that loss of a machine in many parts of the world was con-

sidered to be much more severe than loss of a man (worker)

.
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Today we are not only concerned about good performance of the

man but also about his safety and his welfare as a human

being. Considerations like these led to the question: Being

unable to eliminate it, is there any possibility to predict

at least the variations in human performance? If we could

predict times of 'high' or 'low' performance, relative to a

certain (possibly unknown) mean-level, many aspects of human

life would be positively affected, making use of this know-

ledge. One of the numerous attempts to solve this problem

was the concept of Biorhythms, first brought up at the end

of the Nineteenth Century in Germany and Austria.

B. THE THEORY OF BIORHYTHMS

The concept of Biorhythms claims that each human being is

influenced throughout his life by three different cycles,

having a different period:

A 23-day period cycle, governing the physical
condi tion

.

A 28-day period cycle, governing the emotional
condition.

A 33-day period cycle, governing the intellectual
condition

.

All three cycles can be imagined to have the shape of a sine-

wave, having a positive and a negative half-cycle. They all

start simultaneously at birth, moving upwards, and continue

unchanged through man's life. According to research results

in various fields, accidents occur more often on those days

where a cycle starts over again, or crosses the "zero- line"

on the way from high to low [Ault and Kinkade, 1972; Thommcn,

1973; Senzaburo, 1969]. These days are called "critical days"





Consequently, there are three kinds of critical days, depending

on how many of the cycles intersect on the axis on a given day.

In addition to the already mentioned critical day (one cycle

intersects), there is a "double -critical day" (two cycles in-

tersect) and a "triple-critical day" (all three cycles inter-

sect) . Even higher accident possibility is predicted for the

multiple critical days, especially those involving physical-

emotional criticality [Willis, 1972].

physical
emotional
intellectual

e © critical days

Figure 1. The Three Biorhythmic Cycles (Starting at Birth).

The 23-day physical rhythm has a positive and a negative half

cycle of 11.5 days each, indicating better physical condition

in the plus period and reduced physical capability in the

minus -period . The emotional cycle with a period of 28 days

and two 14 day long half cycles, predict optimism and posi-

tively influenced emotions during the plus period, emotional

instability and pessimistic attitudes during the minus-period

10





The intellectual cycle with a period of 33 days and two half

cycles of 16.5 days length each are considered to be of minor

importance to accidents, having more influence on mental

alertness in problem solving and similar tasks.

It must be emphasized that biorhythmic theory does not

try to predict absolute "states", it gives only relative

classifications like a nominal scale does. That means that

one person on a critical day, which is considered to be very

disadvantageous still could perform much better in a certain

task than another person, having the respective cycle at its

maximum, just because of different initial capability. This

could very well lead to a point that persons with above aver-

age capabilities in reaction time, motor response, etc. are

able to avoid an accident in a critical situation, where the

majority would have suffered an accident. This point will

become important later in the study.

C. HISTORIC BACKGROUND

History books tell us that about 400 B.C. Hippocrates

advised his students to observe "good" and "bad" days among

the healthy and ill, and to take those fluctuations into con-

sideration in the treatment of the patients.

Between 1897 and 1902, psychologist Dr. Hermann Swoboda

(University of Vienna) did some initial research on recurrence

of pain and swelling of tissues. Medical review led to the

discovery of the 25-day and the 28-day cycle. Also, the first

biorhythmic slide rule for determination of the critical days

was designed by him.
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The nose and throat specialist, Dr. Wilhelm Fliess, M.D.,

discovered independent from Swoboda these two cycles, based

on diagnosis and observations of patients. He called the

23-day cycle the 'masculine', the 28-day the 'feminine' cycle.

The third cycle (intellectual, 33 days) was discovered

much later in the 1920 ' s by the engineer, Dr. Alfred Teltscher

(University of Innsbruck, Austria). He based his findings on

academic performance fluctuations of high school and college

students, caused by periodic secretions of glands affecting

the brain cells. The same result was obtained by Dr. Rexford

Hersey (University of Pennsylvania) in a study using data

from workers in railroad shops.

About the same time people began to think about biorhythmic

applications in the field of accident research. The mathema-

ticians Dr. Alfred Judt (Bremen, Germany) and H. R. Frueh

(Switzerland) had provided the necessary computational tools

in form of calculation tables and hand-operated calculators

for determination of biorhythmic criticality. In 1939, the

first intensive study with a data base of 700 accidents from

insurance companies was performed by Hans Schwing, a student

at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich,

Switzerland [Schwing, 1939]. Schwing came up with the follow-

ing results: Taking into consideration only the physical and

the emotional cycle, he found 401 accidents occurring on crit-

ical days, which is about 5 7%. Of these, 322 fell on single

critical days, 74 on double critical days, and 5 on triple

critical days. A similar strong significance of biorhythmic

criticality on accidents was reported by Reinhold Bochow and

12





Dr. J. Sennewald (Humboldt University, Berlin, [Bochow, 1954])

investigating 497 accidents of workers using agricultural

machinery. Of these, 26.61 of the accidents occurred on

single critical days, 46.5% on double critical days, 24.71

on triple critical days, and only 2.2% on non-critical days.

The only known accident investigation in the field of avia-

tion based on biorhythmic theory was performed with a data

base obtained from the Guggenheim Aviation Safety Center,

Cornell University, involving private pilots. Of the ob-

served accidents, 80% occurred on critical days of the pilot

[Thommen , 1973]

.

In the past twenty years, numerous private and government

institutions and businesses have made use of the Theory of

Biorhythms in connection with accident prevention, especially

in Japan, Switzerland, and West Germany. Nothing is known

about research and application of this theory behind the iron

curtain, except that extensive literature fell into Russian

hands after World War II, including many of the findings of

Dr. Swoboda [Thommen, 1973]. In recent years, several studies

at universities in the United States have been reported

[Willis, 1972]

.

Based on these reported results it was felt that the pos-

sibility of a significant reduction of accident rates in var-

ious military fields justified a thorough research in the

matter.

13





II. PURPOSE

Accident prevention is an important aspect everywhere in

the military. Life, welfare, and health of the people are

involved as well as the fact that accidents cause high (and

possibly unnecessary) costs to the budget. This research

investigates the possibility of using biorhythmic criticality

for prevention of aircraft mishaps, based on 4,346 aircraft-

mishaps which occurred in FY 1968-1973 in the U.S. Navy. It

was felt that strong emphasis should be given to the follow-

ing statement: The research investigated the usefulness and

applicability of the biorhythmic concept, as it was found to

be applicable by the many scientists and institutions or

businesses, mentioned in the Historical Background. It did

not try to find reasons and causalities which lead to the

phenomenon of biorhythms. Therefore, only the value of it as

a predictive tool for people's accident- likelihood as a func-

tion of the day was under question.

One of the biggest problems previously in investigating

the applicability of biorhythms was the lack of appropriate

data; also, it was just about twenty years ago that the

availability of the computer and appropriate statistical tech-

niques made it possible to look at sufficiently large sample

sizes to answer the question: Do accidents occur by chance,

or do they occur (significantly different from chance) ac-

cording to biorhythmic criticality? The purpose of this

h





research was to answer this question for the specific category

of aircraft-mishaps and the involved pilots.
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III. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Assume an aircraft mishap has occurred on a given day.

Then, the criticality of this day in terms of the biorhythmic

condition of the involved pilot can take on eight different

mutually exclusive and qualitatively defined values:

NC = non-critical

P = physical critical

E = emotional critical

I = intellectual critical

PE = double critical physical/emotional"

PI = double critical physical/intellectual

EI = double critical emotional/ intellectual

PEI = triple critical physical/emotional/intellectual.

According to that, define a random vector X. = (x.. . x
to ' —j

v lj 2j

x «') =
QLi -i

) describing the biorhythmic criticality of a

given mishap day j , where

r i = NC

2 E P

= 3 E E

= 4 E I

= 5 E PE

= 6 E PI

7 E EI

v
= 8 E PEI

and

16





11
if the mishap-day j has criticality i

if the mishap-day j has criticality other than i.

Then it is possible to compute the probabilities p., which

are associated with the occurrence of a mishap-day j having

criticality i, under the null-hypothesis that aircraft -mishaps

occurred by chance and are not influenced by biorhythmic crit-

icality, such that p. = P(x. .)•

Assume that in general, a set of n mishaps in form of

appropriate data is available (i.e., giving birthday of the

pilot and day of the mishap). Then, let

n
x. = E x. .

,

and

n

L = E L;
=

(*i)
=

C x i
x
2

x 8^» J
= 1 ,...., n.

j = l J

The random vector X is distributed according to the multi-

nomial distribution with parameters n and (p. p~ p„)

,

and the following properties:

RANGE i?
x

= {(x
1
....x

g
): x

i
- 0,1, ,n; i = 1,2,.... ,8;

8

Z x. = n } .

i=l
x

PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTION

X
2

X
i

Px
(x) •- .p . p

......
p

2
r 8
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n!
x
l

x
2

X
8

8

n x. !

i-1
X

*P

for

X £ Hy
,

o < Pi < 1,

8

Z p = 1,
i=l

1

8

£ x. = n

.

i-1
X

MOMENTS: E[X.] = n-p.; V[X.] = np
.
q

.

and E[X] = n(p
1 p

2
p g

) .

This model will be referred to as the "base model" later in

the study. The distinction seemed to be necessary because

several slight modifications in the dimensionality of the

vector X had to be applied in order to investigate problems

involving differently defined categories i'. The modifica-

tion consisted in these cases of combining appropriate cate-

gories i together, thus reducing to less than eight dimensions,

but maintaining the distributional characteristics of the

model. In general, it always is based on a multinomial dis-

tribution of the kind

n \
x
l

x
2

X
k

P x
(x) =|

I
Pi ' P 2

x
l

X
k
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where

3C 6 it y y

o < p i
< l;

k
Z p. = 1.

i-1
x

Whenever this modification has been used, a short explanation

about it and the necessary new definitions of the involved

parameters have been added. As an example, the random vector

Y = (Y. Y
?

Y-, Y.) describes the criticality of a mishap day

in terms of the four mutually exclusive categories: non-

critical, single critical, double critical, and triple

critical

.

Accordingly, p i
= P(Y

i
-), i = 1,....,4; j = l,....,n;

represents the probability that a mishap day j has criticality

i, following the same rationale as the base case, except that

now Y = f(X) 3 Y
1

= X
1

Y 9
= Z X.

2
i=l

X

Y = Z X.
3 - c 1

1 = 5

Y
4

= x
;

A. PROBABILISTIC ASPECTS

As already mentioned, the distribution of the random vec-

tor X (under the Null-Hypothesis of mishaps occurring by chance

and unaffected by biorhythms) was multinomial with Probability

vector p = (p 1
.... p ) . Therefore, the probabilities p. =

19





P(X..) had to be computed to use this null-distribution in

the further statistical analysis. A set theoretic model

was employed to obtain this information. Let

A = set of all non-critical days;

B = set of all physical critical days;

C = set of all emotional critical days;

D = set of all intellectual critical days.

Then

BflC = set of all double critical days, physical/emotional;

BfiD = set of all double critical days, physical/intellectual;

COD = set of all double critical days, emotional/intellectual

BDCDD = set of all triple critical days.

The basic application of Venn Diagrams might illustrate this.

Figure 2. Set-Theoretic Model for the Calculation of the
Probability-Vector for the Null-Distribution.

20





Employing the necessary set theoretic relationships, the

elements of the probability vector £ were obtained as follows

p 1
= P (non-critical)

= 1 - [P(B) + P(C) + P(D) - P(Bf)C) - P(BOD) - P(CHD)

+ P(BOCnD)] .

p~ = P(single critical physical)

= P(B) - P(BOC) - P(BftD) + P(BOCnD).

p, = P(single critical emotional)

= P(C) - P(BHC) - P(COD) + P(BrtCOD).

p. = P(single critical intellectual)

= P(D) - P(BflD) - P(CftD) + P(BncOD).

p. = P(double critical physical/emotional)

= P(BOC) - P(BOCOD)

.

p. = P(doublc critical physical/intellectual)

= P(BAD) - P(BOCAD)

.

p„ = P(double critical emotional/intellectual)

= P(C^D) - P(BnCDD)

.

p g
= P(triple critical clay) = P (B^CfiD) .

The computation of the numerical values of the p. was based

on the following rationale (explained for an example of the

23-day cycle, the others are analogous).

The set B corresponds to all critical days of the 23-day

physical cycle. The number of days until the occurence (ex-

clusively) of the next critical day of this type, given it

has just occurred, is exactly the length of one half-cycle,

namely 11. S days. Therefore, one out of the 11. S days in a

physical half-cycle is a critical one. Under the assumption

21





of the Null-Hypothesis that there is no influence from bio-

rhythmic criticality, an accident (having occurred) is as

likely to have occurred at a critical day as well as on any

one of the other days in the half-cycle, thus leading to the

idea of a uniform distribution: the probability that the

accident occurred on the critical day is just 1/11.5 because

the life of any man can be thought of consisting of a large

number of these half-cycles, the numerical value will remain

unchanged, thus yielding the wanted probability that an ac-

cident occurs on a physical critical day by chance.

— — —

Event Set
Length of

Half -Cycle (1) Probability (Set) =1/(1)

Physical B 11.5 P(B) = —j—^- = 0.08696

Emotional C 14 P(C) = ~ = 0.07145

Intellect . D 16.5 P(D) = -^—=- = 0.06061
16.5

Phys/Emot BrtC 11.5 x 14 =

161
P(BflC) = —^- = 0.00621

Phys/Int BftD 11.5 x 16. 5 =

189.75
pfp/irn -
I l^KU

i 8 9.75

0.00527

Emot/Int CrtD 14 x 16. 5 = 2 31 P(CflD) -
2 2 X

- 0.00433

Phys/Emot/
Int

B/1COD 11.5 x 14 x
16.5 = 2656.5

p rpftrrtn^ - . -
1 CBACOUJ 2656.5

. 3 S

Table I. Computation of Probabilities for the Null-Distribution
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Using these results the numerical values of the unknown prob-

ability vector could now be computed:

(non-critical)

P(single physical)

P(single emotional)

P(single intellectual)

P (double phys./emot.)

P(double phys./int.)

P(double emot./int.)

P(triple critical)

8

As it should be, -|-jP- = 1. Also, the probability that a mis-

hap falls on a critical day of any type whatsoever is 1 - p- =

0.20356, which is in accordance with the value used in the

cited literature and previous research [Thommen, 1973]

B. COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF THE DATA

The data base consisted of 4346 aircraft mishaps, having

been recorded in the fiscal years 1968 through 1973 in the

files of the Naval Safety Center, Norfolk, Virginia. The data

contained pilot's name, cause code, date of birth, date of

mishap, and was stored on magnetic tape. Because of the size

of the data set, it would have been impractical and too time

consuming to compute the criticality of a mishap day by hand.

Therefore, a computer program had to be written to provide

this information. The basic idea was to start with the birth

23





date of the pilot, which caused the j ' th mishap, and to find

the state of the three cycles at the mishap day. This yielded

three numbers, which were compared with the pre-defined crit-

icality definitions, using logical IF-statements . According

to this procedure, one of the possible eight criticalities

was found to fit and printed behind the name of the pilot

(such as "P" for a single critical day physical; if the mis-

hap occurred on a non-critical day, the space provided for

this information was left blank) . A simple counter then sum-

marized the number of occurrences of each criticality category

for the 4346 mishaps.

Presentation of the computer program itself here was not

considered to be of importance because of its triviality and

the fact that a large portion of it just consisted of the

necessary programming procedures for extraction of the rele-

vant data portion from the master tape. More illustrative

should be a sample of the actual printout, showing the display

of the desired information.
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IV. THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

A. THE BASE CASE

The first question to be investigated in the analysis was

whether the numerous previous findings in the research about

the relationships between biorhythmic criticality and acci-

dents could be supported or not. The critical days of the

three cycles had been defined for this purpose in the classi-

cal way, as follows:

23-day cycle : Days 1 and 12;

28-day cycle : Days 1 and 15;

33-day cycle : Days 1 and 17.

The computer output yielded the information to find the vec-

tor X , showing the number of mishaps which fell into each

of the eight categories of criticality:

X = (X, X„ X ) = (3469 315 279 227 28 17 11 0).—o v
1 2 8

J v

The appropriate (and for this purpose most powerful) statis-

tical test, to find out whether this observed outc

the multinomial distribution under the chance assumptL

the x
2 -Goodness-of -Fit test. If the aircraft

fact influenced by biorhythmic criticality, the observed values

should differ significantly from the expected ones. If we

find, however, that the multinomial distribution with its

parameters (computed under the ' sis that mishaps

'Classical way' refers to til

used in the previous mentioned r
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occur by chance) describes the outcome reasonably well, then

it can be concluded that biorhythmic criticality was no im-

portant factor contributing to these mishaps.

H : X ~ Multinomial (n,p_)

H. : H false - biorhythmic criticality causes signifi-
.A. O

cantly different mishap occurences.

Probability of
Number of MishaP s

Occurrence Under Expected Observed
Criticality H

, p. E[X.]=n*p. X.
' o r 1 L

i
J r i 1

Non-critical .7966 3461.34 3469

Single physical .0760 329.65 315

Single emotional .0610 266.26 279

Single
intellectual .0510 223.30 227

Double physical/
emotional .0060 25.36 28

Double physical/
intellectual .0050 21.27 17

Double emotional/
intellectual .0040 17.17 11

Triple critical .0004 1.65

1.00 4346 4346

Table II. x
2 ~Test for the Base Case.

For n->°° (which could be assumed for n = 4346), the asymptotic

distribution of

k [X. - n-p.) 2

V = Z is x
2 with (k-1) degrees of freedom

-i np -

A k j t>

i=l *i

The level of significance chosen was a = .10.
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Some problem was caused by one of the requirements of

this statistical test: The E(X.) had to exceed the value of

5, which was violated in the case of expected triple critical

days, due to the small probability of occurence of this type

of criticality. Statistical theory recommends "grouping

together" with another category as a legal and practical

procedure, given it makes sense. Therefore, the combination

with one of the double-critical categories was considered.

It turned out that even when combining in the most sensitive

way with the double emotional/intellectual category and thus

inflating the value of V, the computed V = 5.72 did not even

come close to being significant. The table for the x
2 ~dis-

tribution shows, for 6 degrees of freedom, the following:

X§(.25) = 3.454

X|(.75) = 7.841

Therefore, the Null-Hypothesis was accepted.

It was felt that some further illustration of the observed

result was advisable, especially under the aspect of the

findings mentioned in the historic background. Because no

information could be obtained about the frequency of occur-

rence in each of the eight categories, for comparison sake

only the classification "critical" and "non-critical" was

used, that information being available for all previous re-

search. Employing the applicable binomial model, straight-

forward application of probability theory yielded the following

Let
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X = number of mishaps occurring on critical days;

n - 4346, total number of mishaps

p = P(critical day) 1

r under H
q = 1 - p = P (non-critical day) J

Then X is distributed binomial (n,p) with mass function

px^
x

)
= Q pX

* ^
nX

'
x = °> 1 > >

n -

Because the sample size was large enough, the normal approxi

mation could be used, such that

x-u v
Z

x X - np
a
x /npq

where, Z is normal (0,1) distributed.

Based on this distribution, the probability of an occurence

of x = 877 critical day mishaps out of 4346 could be com-

puted using

p = 0. 20356

;

np = 884.67;

/npq = 26.54.

Applying the continuity correction:

z =
(87? +

°26
'>

54
884 ' 67

" 0.27 ; P(Z>z) = 1-P (Z<z) =
. 6064

Comparing this with the results obtained by Bochow and Senne-

wald [1954] contradicts their findings in a very drastic manner.

They only had 11 out of 497 accidents occurring on non-critical

days, corresponding to a z of 4 2.8 in the normal (0 ,1) -distri-

bution, a value which is practically 100% significant. (Sch-

wing had looked at the emotional and physical cycle only, so
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.015

observed x = 87
p(x>8 77) = .6

825

a = . 10

x = 919

925

required for
rejection at
a = .01
x = 946

945 965

Figure 4. Normal Distribution (Density) for the Base Case.

a comparison with his results will follow under the modifica-

tions to this base case.) The striking difference in this

comparison required further investigation. The two most

reasonable explanations seemed to arise from the fact that

the sample size of 497 accidents was not large enough, to

yield sufficiently high power, and that a completely differ-

ent population was used (workers with agricultural machinery)

The latter fact gains even more importance under the aspect

of a report about the only known study of biorhythmic crit-

icality in connection with military aviation, published by

the U. S. Air Force (cited from Thommen , 1973) in March 1972
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(Major T. Brady, USAF, editor of TAC Attack; report published

by the Department of the Air Force, Headquarters of the Tac-

tical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, Virginia). A

total of 59 aircraft accidents with "pilot only" cause fac-

tor were analyzed, and 13 of those occurred on critical days

of the pilots. Interestingly enough, 12 would have been

expected under the chance assumption, yielding a probability

of occurence of 0.52 - a value, supported by the findings of

this study. This led to the possible conclusion that be-

cause of the characteristics of the population under inves-

tigation (pilots) , the influence of biorhythmic criticality

on human error was in some sense 'overcome'. Pilots are a

very special group of people with higher than average capa-

bility in many respects: specially selected and fulfilling

physical, mental, and intellectual minimum requirements, they

might be in better shape at a critical day than some average

person on a non- critical , measured on an absolute scale.

Furthermore, the dangers of their job-specific tasks are

much more apparent than in the every day situation of driving

a car, thus reducing the uncertainity of a hazardous event.

Finally, pilots are even trained in that respect - their be-

havior in critical situations is not as random as that of the

average person getting involved in a car accident. These

considerations led to the necessity of further research,

more concentrating on the question, whether pilot's accidents

in general are unaffected by biorhythmic criticality, or

whether the influence only shows up under different aspects.
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Five such aspects were investigated, as shown in the follow-

ing section under "Modification of the Base Case":

1. Biorhythmic criticality and the pilot's age;

2. Complete elimination of the intellectual cycle.

Reason: irrelevance on increased accident-probability,

thus masking an effect by the other two cycles (two-cycle

model) ;

3. The influence of the state of the second cycle on

a critical day of the first cycle, assuming the two-cycle

model

;

4. The problem of the "critical category";

5. The question of "accident- type"

.

B. MODIFICATIONS OF THE BASE CASE

The aspects under which the biorhythmic criticality

might influence aircraft mishaps, other than just the crit-

ical days as investigated in the last section, are either

an increase of criticality, caused by unfavorable states of

the other cycles or secondly the elimination of masking ef-

fects, or thirdly the categorization of pilots into various

groups with common characteristics.

1 . Biorhythmic Criticality and the Pilot's Age

Critical days occur due to biorhythmic theory with

the same probability throughout human life. However, the ef-

fect of those critical days on (in this study) pilots might

not be the same for different ages. For example, the emotion

al criticality could influence younger pilot's much more due

to their higher sensitivity than the more stable older pilots
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Similarly, a relatively better physical condition might re-

duce the influence of physical criticality for younger pilots

while having more severe effects on older pilots. After

discussions with pilots at the Naval Postgraduate School

as well as from the Naval Safety Center in Norfolk, Virginia,

the 4346 pilots in the data set were divided into five groups

trying to obtain meaningful "cut-off" points. Defining T.

as the age of the pilot in the year of the accident or mis-

hap, respectively, the following age-groups were used:

Group Interval

1 T. < 24 (Years)

2

3

4

5

Again, within each group, there are the eight possible crit-

icality categories as already defined earlier. Again, the

Null-Hypothesis to be tested was

H : x - Multinomial (n,p_)

H.: H false
A o

with a significance level of a = .10. This time, a x 2_con ~

tingency table had to be used, taking 'criticality' as columns

and 'age group' as rows. Because the criticalit y-probabili ties

were already known under the Null-Hypothesis, these parameters

had to be considered as fixed and to be accounted for in the

computation of degrees of freedom.
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25 < T.
J

< 29

30 < T.
3

< 34

35 < T. < 39

40 < T.
1
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The following results were obtained:

Criticality
Group NC P E I PE PI EI PEI Total p.

1 404 28 26 26 4 10 489 .1125

2 1897 168 156 122 19 10 7 2379 .5474

3 579 61 45 34 1 5 1 726 .1670

4 418 41 38 35 3 12 538 .1238

5 171 17 14 10 1 1 214 .0493

Total 3469 315 279 227 28 17 11 4346
p • as computed in the previous analysis

Table III. x
2 -Contingency Table (5 Age Groups, 8 Criticality

Categories)

.

In order to fulfill the requirements of a x
2 -Goodness-

of-Fit test, the terms e. = np..p.. have to exceed the value

5. The test allows the combining of categories, such that

fewer than twenty percent of the cells have e. . < 5, and none

of them e. . < 1. These requirements are met when combining

the criticality categories PE , PI, EI, and PEI to the new

category "MULTIPLE CRITICAL", obtaining the new p . by just
• J

adding the single probabilities of the mutually exclusive

combined categories. The contingency table then took on the

form shown in Table IV. The test statistic used was

5 5 (X - n.p -p )
2

V = i z —i-L-TT J

i=l j=l n •p
i
-p

which is approximately x
2 -distributed , with re - (r-1) =

25 - 4 - 1 = 20 degrees of freedom. xf 20^- 90 )
= 28.41;
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V = 12.2; because 12.2 < 28.41, accept the Null -Hypothesis

Non-
Critical

Multiple
Critical

1

404 S*

/ 389.46

28 y/\

/ 37.09

26 /
/ 28.96

26 y/

/ 25.13 /

5 y/

7.36

2

1897 yS

/ 1894.74 y

168 /
' 180.45

156 yf

/ 145.75,

111 /

111. 14/

36 y

35.82

3

579 yS

/ 5 7 8.22 .,

61 /
/ 55.07 ,

45 /

44.48
,

34 yf

/ 37.3 /

7 /
10.93

4

418 yS

/ 4 2 8.49 /

41 /

40.81

38 /

/ 32.96

35 /

/ 17.64/

6 /
8.1

5

171 /

/ 170.44

17 /

/ 16.23

14 y/

/ 13.11

10 /

/ 11.0

2 /

X 3.22

Table IV. x
2 -Contingency Table (5 Age Groups, 5 Criticality

Categories)

.

In a general r x c table with r rows and c columns, when
testing for independence, there are r • c- 1 - (r- 1) - (c- 1) = (r-1).
(c-1) degrees of freedom. In this case, however, the parameters
appearing in the rows are the elements of the probability
vector of the null-distribution and, therefore, known under
H . So they do not have to be estimated and the appropriate
degrees of freedom arc r»c-l - (c-1) = rc-c = c«(r-l).
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Despite this insignificant result, some interesting

observations could be made from the interpretation of the

contingency table, especially with respect to a "masking

effect":

a) The irrelevance of the intellectual cycle in

connection with accidents became apparent, supporting Sch-

wing's study, who had eliminated this cycle completely in

his model. In fact, the intellectual criticality seemed

just to inflate the degrees of freedom, without contributing

to the value of V.

b) A similar observation could be made especially

for the groups of pilots over 30 years of age. Being older

and more experienced, therefore, (a valid assumption in the

case of military aviation, but not necessarily in other

fields) , they were practically uninfluenced by biorhythmic

criticality: expected and observed values were extremely

close, having the same effect on degrees of freedom and the

value of V like the intellectual cycle.

c) So far unexplained are the very small numbers of

accidents in some cells, sometimes up to 25% less than the

expected values. Many reasonable explanations are possible

for this phenomenon, for example, that the bad overall phys-

ical days plays the role of a 'warning device'. The lack of

capability relative to other days becomes more apparent to

the pilot and leads him to even more attention and concen-

tration. It was felt, however, that such considerations

were too much in the direct ion of speculation. A thorough

analysis should be left as a topic for further research.
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2 . Effect of the Elimination of the Intellectual Cycle

In order to have the possibility of a comparison

with Schwing's results [1939], who included only the phys-

ical and the emotional cycle in his study, the base model

was modified in this sense and the probabilities associated

with the new criticalitie^s computed. Instead of eight as

in the base case, four possible criticalities were accord-

ingly defined:

1. Non- critical

;

2. Single critical physical;

3. Single critical emotional;

4. Double critical physical/emotional.

If mishaps occur by chance, the distribution in this

case was assumed to be multinomial (n,(p-. p~ p., P 4 )) such

that . £- p. = 1. The p. were computed in the same manner

as in the base model and came out to be

P 1
= .847826087 : .8478

p = .0807453416 : .0808

p 3
= .0652173913 : .0652

p. = .0062111801 Z .0062.

The purpose of this was not to "re-do" the analysis under

conditions which look more "promising" as far as rejection

of the Null -Hypothesis is concerned, but to compare the

findings of this study with the previous ones listed in the

historic background.

Running the same type of x
2_ t e st as in the base case,

based on the following table did not show significance as
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well, the hypothesis again questioning the multinomial dis

tribution with a = .10.

Criticality

Non-critical

Single physical

Single emotional

Double critical
emotional/physical

Total

8478

0808

0652

0062

Number of Mishaps

Expected Observed

3684.65

350.92

283.43

27.00

3696

332

290

26

1.00 4346 4346

Table V. x
2 ~Test After Eliminating the Emotional Cycle

V
4 (X,-np.)

i
^

X
- 1.24; x

2

(3)
(-90) = 6.25

V = 1.24 < 6.25 Accept the Null-Hypothesis.

Furthermore, the normal approximation to the binomial dis-

tributed random variable X(=number of mishaps occurring on

critical days) was applied in the same manner as in the base

case. In Schwing ' s study of 700 accidents, 401 of them oc-

curred on critical days of the people involved. Then

Px
(x) =

( I ) P
X

• q
n "\ x = 0,1,2,. ...n;

n = 700

p = P (Critical day) = P 2
+ Px + Va

= .1522

q = 1 " P
= Pi

= .8478.
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Because n is large enough, X ~ N (np,npq).

P(X>401) = 1 - P(\<401) = 1 - * (
( 401-.5) - 700-C.1522) ,

K J l
-

J L 700- (.1522)- (.S47S) j

= 1 - $(30.93) =1-1=0.

Like the Sennewald study, this was practically 100 ?
o

significant in rejecting the hypothesis of chance - occur-

rence of accidents. In this study, 650 out of the 4546

aircraft -mishaps had occurred on critical days, which was,

again, very close to the expected number of about 661. Go-

ing through the analogous computations yielded a probability

of about .68, associated with this number under the Null-

Hypothesis. Being very close to the result obtained in the

base-case, the removal of the intellectual cycle had not had

any effect. This was not so in re - analyzing the effect of

biorhythmic criticality with the two-cycle model, using the

results of the last paragraph and applying it to the two age

groups of pilots under 50. Testing the Null-Hypothesis of

aircraft mishaps occurring by chance against the alternative

of biorhythmic criticality influence under the described as-

pects turned out to show significance. Applying the Goodness

-

of-Fit test to the contingency table below, the Null-Hypothesis

was rejected at the a = . 10 level of significance.

2 4 (X - n p pi
V = . E 1 .£, —

^

* — = 8.00;
i= 1 i = 1 ~J " * P •

j

' P
j

df = re - (c-1) - 1 = 8 - 3 - 1 = 4.

x
2

(4)
(.90) = 7 . 7 S => Reject H

Q
.
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Criticality
Age Group NC P E PE Total P

'i

1

430 //

/ 414.67

29 /
/ 39.61

26 /

/ 31.79

4 /

/ 2.93

489 .17

2

2019 //

/ 2017.39

178 /

/ 192.70

163 /

/ 154.64

19 /

/ 14.27

2379 .83

Total 2449 207 189 23 2868 -

Pi. .848 .081 .065 .006 - 1

Table VI. x
2 -Contingency Table (2 Age Groups Under 30 Years,

Two-Cycle Model).

It was felt that a short word about the course of

the whole analysis should be added here. The situation was

very much like the famous search for the needle in the hay-

stack, with the additional difficulty that it was not even

sure that there was a needle at all (a significant influence

from biorhythmic criticality being the "needle") . If Bio-

rhythms are not affecting military aircraft accidents, every

statistical test on the randomness of these occurring should

not yield significance, whatever aspect is looked at. If

Biorhythms have an effect, there are uncountable factors

under which their influence could show up, if it did not in

the base model (as it was the case). The problem is similar

to the search for an unknown bias of a die: tossing it 4000

times might not show the bias, giving the expected number of

each side. The bias might be hi . n , showing only up under
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certain treatment of the die, as for example a carefully

designed inertia effect, favoring fives and sixes only when

tossing a longer way, or with a certain strength, etc.

There is just no other way of detecting such an influence

than testing some of the numerous possibilities and thus

"demasking" it by removing the "noise". Without having

been added to the study, many of these possibilities had

been looked at, like carrier landings only, night landings,

mishaps with fatalities, etc., none of which had shown an

effect from biorhythmic criticality. The first aspect,

showing this influence, was in the just described modifica-

tion of the base case, looking at the physical and emotional

cycle and testing the mishaps of 2868 pilots under thirty

years of age, divided into two age groups above and below

25. Biorhythmic criticality was found to have a significant

effect on the mishaps at a level of .10, however, with the

still unexplained phenomenon of the occurrence of fewer

mishaps than expected.

3. Single-Criticality and the State of the Second Cycle
in the Two- Cycle Model

It has been pointed out in previous research [Thommen,

1973] that there are some states of the cycles causing even

more unfavorable conditions in connection with accidents than

just critical days. In the two-cycle model, the state of the

second cycle has been claimed to be of importance, given the

subject had a critical day in the first cycle. So, for ex-

ample, a positive state of the emotional cycle on a physical

critical day might lead to over-estimation of the current
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physical capability. Therefore, the data were evaluated to

test the following hypothesis: do aircraft-mishaps occur

equally likely on critical days, irrespective of the state

of the other cycle?

It was important again to build a model representing

the situation under the Null-Hypothesis of biorhythmic ir-

relevance, i.e., mishaps occurring by chance. This time,

two complete cycles were under investigation rather than

just their critical days, which required a new model. For

that purpose, the state space of the two cycles had to be

defined, introducing new notation:

Let the symbol

' ' describe the critical day of a cycle;

* + ' describe the positive half of a cycle;

1 - ' describe the negative half of a cycle.

Then, the state of the 23-day and the 28-day cycle together

could be described in terms of an ordered pair, the first

element being the state of the physical and the second ele-

ment being the state of the emotional cycle. The state

space was therefore to be defined as

<p = {(o,o),(o,+),(o,-)( + >o),(-,o), (+,+),(+,-),(-, +),(-.-))

The methodology of computing the probability of each ordered

pair occurring was the same as already used in the base model.

Before a particular state of the two cycle repeats, a period

of 23 times 28 or 644 days elapses. The respective proba-

bilities are then found by application of the uniform property

under the Null -Hypothesis , dividing the number of days the
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cycles are in that state by the total length of 644 days.

Because the intermediate states of the two cycles, where

none of them is in a critical state, have not been of par-

ticular interest here, these four ordered pairs were com-

bined to a subset called "intermediate states", such that

I - U +
,
+ ), (+,-), (-, + ), (-,-)>

The following table gives then the associated

probabilities

.

56 46P[( 0,0)] 644 644
= 0.00621118

P[( 0,+)] = P[(0,-)] =
gf!

• HI = 0.0403727

P[( + ,0)] = P[(-,0)] = |9| . _46_ = 0.03269

P[( + ,")] = P[(+,+D] = P[(-,-)]

294 299

P[(",-)]

644 644
= 0.2119565

Expected number = n-P State Observed Number

Under
P 30

State [State] Years

30 Years Under
and 30

Older Years

30 Years
and

Older

(0,0)

(0,+)

(o,-)

(+,0)

(-,0)

Inter-
mediate

0062

0404

0404

0326

0326

17.81

115. 79

115. 79

93.52

93. 52

8478 2431.57

9.18 23

59.67 96

59.67 111

48.20

48.20

95

94

5

66

59

4 5

56

1253.08 2449 1247

TOTAL 2868 1478 2868 1478

Table VII. Observed and Expected Mishaps for Two-Dimensional
Criticality States Under the Two-Cycle Model.
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It was possible to test the significance of the

observed number of mishaps which had occurred on days of a

given state, by applying the binomial test and using the

normal approximation for large samples. While some states

did not show any significant deviation from the expected

values, others did. Again, as observed already before,

fairly large deviations to both sides of the mean occurred,

sometimes in the opposite sense for the two age groups.

Computations for the most interesting cases are shown below,

where Z = number of mishaps of that state, Z ~ Normal (np,npq)

State (0,0) , under 30

Double critical physical, emotional;

n = 2868; p = .0062; q = .9938; z = 23.

P(z>23) = 1 - P(z<23) = 1 - *[ C23-0.5) - 17.81
]

= ± _ ^ (1>12)

= 0.13 .

State (0,+) under 50

Single critical physical, positive emotional;

n = 2868; p = .04037; q = .95963; z = 96.

P(z<96) = *[
(96 +

j4 o 54
115 ' 79

]
= *(-1.83) = °- 0356 -

State (0,0) 50 and older

Double critical physical/emotional;

n = 1478; p = .0062; q = .9938; z = 5.

P(z<5) = *[ C5+0.5)
Q2

9 - 18
] = $(-1.22) = 0.11 .

State (0,+) 30 years and older

Single critical physical, positive emotional;
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n = 1478; p = .04037; q = .95963; z = 66.

P(z>66) = 1 - P(z<66) = 1 - «[ (66-0.5) -59.67
]

= 1 - $(.77) = 0.2206 .

State (-,0) 30 years and older

Emotional cycle critical, physical negative;

n = 1478; p = .0326; q = .9674; z = 56.

P(z>56) = 1 - P(z<56) = 1 -*$[ (
s6 -0.5) 48.2

6.83 J

= 1 - $(1.07) = 0.1423 .

The results in connection with the state (0,0) -double criti-

cality--are not new and have been listed just to show the

discrepancy between the age groups under that aspect. New

insights were gained by the analysis of the other states

above, leading to the following conclusions:

a) For pilots under thirty years of age, signifi-

cantly less mishaps occurred on physical critical days, when

the emotional cycle was positive (significant at the .05

level) . This supports the theory of the emotional cycle

being the strongest influence in connection with accidents,

however, with the restriction of being valid only for the

specified age-group.

b) Remarkable was the opposite effect of the crit-

ical physical/positive emotional state on the age group above

thirty. Despite a rather low significance, the inversion of

the effect compared with the younger group seemed to be

worth mention, « porting the possible age -dependency of

biorhythms in connection with accidents.
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c) Also, emotional criticality together with a

negative physical state caused more accidents to happen in

the age group above thirty. This supports the idea of in-

creasing importance of the physical cycle for relatively

older pilots, given there is emotional criticality (the

positive physical state in connection with emotional crit-

icality showed less than expected mishaps)

.

d) In the case of double criticality, the higher

experience of older pilots seemed to play a role, leading

to the correct interpretation of the reduced capability at

such days. It is at least reasonable to argue that the

younger pilot with less experience is not inclined to draw

any conclusions out of "feeling really bad" at a certain

day and, therefore, paying even more attention.

In order to get an impression of the nature of this

correlation between the younger and the older age group,

the normalized deviations from the expected values were

ranked for the criticality involving states.

Pilots Under 30 Pilots 30 $ Above

State Deviation in % Rank Deviation in % Rank

(0,0) + 29.14 1 - 45.53 5

(+,0) + 1.58 2 6.64 4

(- ,0) +0.51 3 + 16.18 1

(0,-) - 4.14 4 - 1.12 3

(0,+) - 17.09 5 + 10.61 2

Table VIII. Determination of Kendall's Tau for the Two-
Dimensional Criticality States Under the Two
Cycle Model (Pilots Under and Above 30 Years).
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The ranking was applied such that the high positive devia-

tions ranked first, down to the highest negative ones as

last. Computing "Kendall's Tau" as a measure for the cor-

relation showed a value t = -0.6:

State (0,0) (
+ ,0) (-,o) (o,-) (0, + )

Under 30 1 2 3 4 5

30 and Above 5 4 1 3 2

S = (0-4) + (0-3) + (2-0) + (0-1) = ^_

-6
T =

5 NfN-11
=

5TT
= ~0-6> significance level, associated

with that correlation is 0.117

The negative correlation was further support of the argument

that the effect of biorhythmic states is reversed between

younger and older age groups.

4 . The Problem of the "Critical Category"

Willis [1972] defined the "Critical Category" as the

period of time, which includes the day, and a 12-hour period

either side of the day during which the curve or curves cross

the zero line from positive to negative or negative to positive

The concept was in so far considered to be of impor-

tance, as many of the critics of biorhythms address the matter

of exact length of the cycles as well as the strict definition

of a "critical day". These critics are based on arguments

like the following, which were considered to be valid:

a) Biorhythmic theory proposes that two persons with

the same birthday would be said to have identical biorhythmic

cycles throughout their lives. However, they might be born
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almost 24 hours apart: one of them ten minutes past mid-

night, the other one 23 hours later - but still on the same

day,

b) A big problem - particularly in this data set -

was the question of the different time zones. If the pilot's

mishap was recorded in a different time zone than the one

he was borne in, there may be differences up to several

hours thus distorting the true state of his cycles at the

occurrence of the mishap. Unfortunately, not enough infor-

mation was obtainable to 'clean' the data. Therefore, a

pilot born at the east-coast of the United States might be

recorded in connection with a mishap (local time) in Vietnam

or aboard a carrier in the Mediterranean, his criticality

thus not correctly being evaluated.

c) Another problem occurred in the criticality def-

inition of the 28-day emotional cycle, having its intersec-

tion from positive to negative at the end of the 14th day.

Accordingly, the "critical day" occurs 12 hours before and

after that point, which would require knowledge of the exact

hour of the accident.

One further aspect of importance is the close re-

semblance of the 28 -day emotional cycle and the female men-

strual rhythm (the following is cited from W. P. Colquhoun,

'Biological Rhythms and Human Performance', 1971). Its re-

semblance to the fixed 28-day emotional cycle is striking,

however, the female menstrual cycle docs not have a fixed

length: its mean is reported to be 28 days, with a range of

24 to 33 days actual length [Redgrove, 1968]. Extensive
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research has been done to describe human performance (in-

cluding critical incidents such as crime, suicide, accidents)

during the female menstrual cycle, finding a very close fit

to the general shape of the 28-day emotional cycle in bio-

rhythmic theory. June A. Redgrove's article reports several

studies which found that suicide occurs most frequently dur-

ing menstruation [Rosenzweig, 1943]. Crimes occurred at an

increased rate both menstrually and pre-menstrually [Dalton,

1961, Morton, 1953]. In a typing-study, the same 'division'

into 4 parts like in the biorhythmic 28-day cycle was found:

1-7 days, 8-14, 15-21, 22-28 [Redgrove, 1968], and the daily

variation throughout the cycle was stressed. Dalton [1964]

found significance in the study of accidents falling more often

in the menstruation period. In all these cases, two important

aspects had been considered:

a) the individual length of the whole cycle rather

than a fixed 28-day cycle;

b) the menstruation period itself is a time interval

rather than a single critical day like in biorhythmic theory.

Also, the cycles for one woman vary significantly.

(Redgrove's article cites a study of more than 30,000 cycles

with a range of ± 6 days for two successive cycles.)

Based on these considerations, the data were evaluated

not only under the aspect of the criticality definitions used

in the base case, but also under different definitions looking

at two and three day intervals, thus defining a 'critical in-

terval' rather than just a critical clay. This analysis took
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into account all the possible distortions by time zones, the

poorly defined critical day of the emotional cycle (between

the half -cycles) , and possible individual slight variations.

With that, the hypothesis could be tested, whether there

was a significantly different result than for the base case.

Five different criticality definitions (including the base

case) were then defined, classified as 'Run 1' through 'Run 5'

Table IX. Possible Criticality Definitions.

Cycle Critical Days

PHYS 1,12

Run 1 EM 1,15

n , INT 1,17
One -day 2

Versions
PHYS • 1,12

Run 2 EM 1,14

INT 1,1 7

PHYS 0,1,11,12

Run 3 EM 0,1,14,15

Two -day

Versions

Three-day

Versions

___INT 0^1^16^17

PHYS 1,2,12,13

Run 4 EM 1,2,14,15

INT 1,2,17,18

PHYS 0,1,2,11,12,13

Run 5 EM 0,1,2,14,15,16

INT 0,1,2,16,17,18

The question to be answered was: Does the signifi-

cance of biorhythmic criticality as an influence on aircraft

mishaps change when two or three day intervals arc defined

as critical, rather than one day like in the base model?
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The form of the question suggested the use of an

ANOVA-design , taking the "cri ticali ty-definition" as the

"treatment" and then testing the hypothesis whether the ef-

fect of that treatment on the deviation from the expected

number of mishaps is significant or not. The only problem

with that was that the different criticality definitions

(runs) were not independent from each other, because some of

the critical days having been counted already for the base

case model appeared again as part of a two-day or the three-

day model. Therefore, the question had to be approached

differently. For each of the three cycles, it was deter-

mined, how many mishaps occurred on the day before the crit-

ical day, on the critical day itself (as defined in the base

model), and on the day after the critical day. Then, if one

of the two-day models or the three-day model should have

shown stronger significance than the one -day model, high

deviations in the "day before" and "day after" were necessary

to cause that effect.

In order to eliminate an influence from the fact

that there are more occurrences of critical physical days

because of the shorter period, etc., and, therefore, a devia-

tion of, for example, five days has a different significance

for each of the three cycles, the measure of deviation was

defined as the normalized ratio

n Observed - Expected 1rm rolK -
f^ r—j X 1 U U I -6 J .

Expected L J

The results observed are shown in Table X.
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Day Before Critical Day Day After

23
"f

ay
361 360 368cycle

28
"f

ay 313 318 311
cycle

33_(
?
ay

279 255 252
cycle

Table X. Mishap Observations for the Three Cycles in the
Critical Category.

The expected numbers of mishaps for the 23-day cycle

were 377.913, for the 28-day cycle were 310.429, and for the

33-day cycle 263.394. Based on that, a non-parameteric

Analysis of Variance was used to test the Null-Hypothesis of

no difference between the days, using R as data inputs. Be-

fore doing that, the probability of occurrence of the obser-

vation in each cell under the binomial test was computed,

using the normal approximation in the already explained

method.

Probability of Occurrence Under the
Assumption of no Influence from Biorhythms

Day Before Critical Day Day After

23-day cycle P(x<361) = 0.18 P(x<360) = 0.17 P(x>388) = 0.29

28-day cycle P(x>313) = 0.45 P(x>318) = 0.34 P(x>311) - 0.49

33-day cycle P(x>279) = 0.17 P(x<255) = 0.30 P(x<252) - 0.25

From that point of view, whatever day was looked at in

whatever cycle, there was no significance at the chosen level

of 0.10. To test whether there was a difference between the

three days, the value of R was tested, using a Friedman Two-Way
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Analysis of Variance, based on ranks. This technique was

used despite its lack of power, because the parametric ANOVA

required normality and constant error variance - a very

doubtful property of the data under investigation.

Condition

Day Before Critical Day Day After

(-4.74) 3 (+2.67) 1

(+2.44) 1 (+0.18) 2

(-3.19) 2 (-4.33) 3

p (-4.48) 2

E (+0.83) 3

I (+5.92) 1

R.
J

6

The data points R (in parenthesis) were ranked such

that, within each cycle, the highest positive deviation got

rank 1, the largest negative rank 3. Under the Null-Hypothesis

of no differences between the days and their mishap occurrences

each rank assignment should be equally likely (a = 0.10).

Let N = number of cycles = 3

k = number of conditions (days) = 3

Test statistic:

X
2

= x, i ^i.n * z ( R -)
2

" 3N(k+l)A r N-k- (k+1) ._.. 3

(36 + 36 + 36) - 3-3-4 = 36 - 36 = 0.
3-3-4

Accept H : There is no difference in deviation between daysr o

The interpretation of these results was interesting

insofar as the analysis showed a support of the criticality

definitions in the base case, just looking at one critical
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day. Further, the irrelevance of the intellectual cycle as

a contributing factor to aircraft mishaps became apparent

in the inconsistent deviations on the three days of the

critical category, supporting its elimination from the

model. Because the non-parametric ANOVA yielded non-signifi-

cant results as far as differences in the deviations of each

day were concerned, the choice of those with the highest

relative significance yielded the actually used "critical

days" of the 23 and 28 day cycles, after elimination of the

33-day cycle. The author felt, however, that these were not

very powerful results and called for further analysis, as

pointed out in the conclusions. The important aspect of this

part of the analysis was that it turned out to be of no in-

fluence on the question under study, whether two or even

three days were defined as critical.

5 . The Question of Accident Type

A very important question to be answered in the study

of biorhythmic influence on accidents (aircraft-mishaps) is

the question to what degree the pilot was a contributing or

even the only factor. The problem was that an unknown num-

ber of mishaps might have occurred in such a way that the

condition of the pilot was completely unimportant because

even an absolute error-free performance would not have pre-

vented the mishap. An example for such a case might be an

F-4, being struck by a lightning right at the moment of take-

off, leading to an unavoidable accident. It should be men-

tioned that extreme care is given to the answer of the
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question in how much a pilot was a contributing factor.

Minute investigations in that direction are done by groups of

experts, trying to take into consideration every possible

factor. Too often, however, the judgement about the classi-

fication "pilot factor" is just as good as the measurement,

being taken by other humans with all their possible bias

and errors. The data-base for this study consisted of

aircraft-mishaps, where the pilots in all cases were a

contributing factor to some extent. There existed the pos-

sibility that biorhythmic criticality in its influence on

accidents would show up with higher significance, if the

data-base was reduced to those, where the pilot was the

only cause. Unfortunately, the difficulty of classifying

the mishaps remained: Did the engine fail because of a

pilot error, or did the pilot react poorly after engine fail-

ure, or did a combination of unfavorable circumstances leave

the pilot without the slightest chance?

Based on considerations like these, it was felt, that

the data were just not suitable for an analysis of "pilot

only" mishaps, which unfortunately seems to be the case for

aircraft-mishaps in general. A short look at 2310 mishaps

out of the total data-base, which had been categorized as

"pilot factor only" under the base model showed the antici-

pated resemblance to the result of the total data-base

investigation as shown in the following table.

To study the effect of biorhythmic criticality on

aircraft-mishaps further under this aspect, the necessity of
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"clean" data becomes the crucial point. Possibilities in

that direction are pointed out in the conclusion.

Number of Mishaps

Criticality Expected Observed

Non-critical 1840.15 1844

Single physical 175.56 170

Single emotional 140.91 147

Single intellectual 117.81 117

Double physical/emotional 13.86 12

Double physical/intellectual 11.55 11

Double emotional/intellectual 9.24 9

Triple critical 0.92 .

TOTAL 2310 2310

Table XII. "Pilot-Factor-Only" - Cause Observed Mishaps.
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IV. CONCLUSION

A. DISCUSSION

There is only little doubt left today about the factual

existence of cycles of various kinds influencing human beings.

Many of these cycles are well known to us, like the circadian

cycle, others we are completely unaware of like the differences

in the secretion of certain glands. Nevertheless, all of them

do affect us in some way, as was shown in numerous experiments

mostly in the medical field [Luce, 1971, Ward, 1971]. Danish

endocrinologist, Dr. Christian Hamburger, showed a near-monthly

cycle in the fluctuations of adrenal hormones (known as 17-

ketosteroids , sex hormones that are affected by gonadal secre-

tion and can be detected in the urine) based on daily

observations for 16 years [Luce, 1971]. A wide field of 24-

hour-periodic phenomena led to a completely new science al-

ready in the 1930' s, called biological rhythm research (this

was triggered by the discovery of a periodic alternating

storage of glycogen and bile in the liver, found in 1927 by

Forsgren [Ward, 1971]. Many more experiments about biological

rhythms could be cited from the literature, pointing towards

the causalities of these periodic alterations. The purpose

of this study was to contribute to the filling of the wide

gap between known medical facts in a particular field of

biological rhythms and their possible influence on accidents.

Not the biological rhythms themselves, and what leads to their
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existence, has been under question, but in how far human

error in connection with these has a high correlation to

accidents (here with aircraft)

.

The findings of the study supported the importance

of the relativity in the theory of biorhythms. Significant

influence from criticality on accidents in general, as re-

ported for different groups of people like truck drivers or

agricultural workers [Thommen, 1973], could not be observed

for pilots, possibly becuase of the high qualitative selec-

tivity of this group. The irrelevance of the intellectual

33-day cycle led to its elimination from the model, support-

ing the results obtained by Schwing [Thommen, 1973]. A con-

sideration of the criticality state (in the two-cycle model)

of both cycles showed a high negative correlation (signifi-

cance 0.117) between pilots under and above 30 years of age.

This meant that the criticality state of the 23-day and the

28-day cycle had in many cases opposite effects in connection

with aircraft mishaps in the mutual comparison of the two

mentioned age groups. For applied purposes, a distinction

according to the age of the pilot seemed justified. A sig-

nificant (a = 0.03) reduction of accidents was observed for

the younger pilots when a critical physical day was accom-

panied by a positive state of the emotional cycle, while an

increase of accidents could be observed on double critical

days for this age group. The exact opposite effect occurred

in the case of the older group with the additional effect

of an increased number of mishaps occurring on physical
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critical days and a negative state of the emotional cycle.

It should be noted that these effects did not show up to

that extent when investigating only the state of one cycle.

In the question of the "critical category" it was concluded

that no significant change in the results is to be expected

when looking at critical intervals of two or three days

length rather than at a critical day (assuming the two-

cycle model). Further research, however, was considered to

be necessary for more powerful results than the ones obtained

by the analysis. The author did not feel confident enough

in a rigorous categorization of the data in the type "pilot

factor only" caused accidents, to use the 2310 mishaps of

this type for analytical purposes. Again, suggestions for

further study will be given to obtain evidence about that

matter.

B. AREAS OF FURTHER STUDY

As so often happens in research, the gain of a few new

insights opened up more doors to the unknown, thus leading

to areas of further research. Some of the ones which seemed

to be most apparent are listed below.

1) The results of the investigation of the "critical

category" suggested further research in the direction of the

exact shape of the three cycles. A possibility is for ex-

ample, counting the number of mishaps which occurred on each

day of a cycle. Then, tests for uniformity of these numbers

could be run, in addition to a Regression analysis trying to

relate the dependent Variable Y = number of mishaps as a

function of the cycle C and the day D, 1 < D < T, where
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Y = £(C,D),Y > 0,

and

T = period of cycle C.

Under the Null -Hypothesis as stated in this study several

times, Y should be constant N/T, for a given set of N

mishaps

.

2) Similar to this analysis just mentioned, the idea

could be extended to find this function Y = f(C,D) for

every possible pilot age (as far as enough data are avail-

able) . This would be particularly interesting under the

aspect of possible differences between these functions,

depending on the pilot-age, after having found strong indi-

cations in that direction in this study. This would allow

for more detailed determination of criticality influence on

each specific age, provided enough data are available, which

might not be the case for very young and relatively old

pilots. The question of sample size becoming very crucial

would require its careful determination to fulfill minimum

requirements as far as both power and significance are

concerned.

3) As pointed out in the attempt of analyzing those

mishaps with a high degree of pilot involvement ("pilot

factor only") , the classification of the data in that re-

spect is so far not quite sufficient for statistical pur-

poses, because too many different people are involved in

this categorization process. A suggestion might be to use

Statistical Decision Theory to establish criteria which would
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enable an investigator of a given data set, to distinguish a

mishap with high enough pilot involvement from others with

too many factors having contributed to the mishap. An in-

teresting approach would be the use of signal detection

theory, as described by Swets, Tanner, and Birdsall in their

article 'Decision Processes in Perception' (Psychological

Review, 1961). Calling all the possible mishap- contribu-

tion factors like environment, technical failures, other

aircraft, etc. "noise", and the pilot's error the "signal",

a policy could be established defining the circumstances

under which a given mishap is called "pilot factor caused".

This design also would take into account the fact that there

is always "noise", that is, an accident will rarely have the

pure factor 'pilot' as its only cause. Analysis of these

data could then be performed to test the significance of

biorhythmic criticality on aircraft-mishaps.
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APPENDIX A: APPLICATION OF BIORHYTHMIC CRITICALITY AS A
SUGGESTION FOR USE IN A "SORTIE SYSTEM SAFETY
EVALUATION"

The concept of biorhythms should not be seen alone, but

always integrated into the man-machine system under inves-

tigation. A suggestion of its possible use in military

aviation (which could be easily modified for commercial

flying) was considered to be illustrative for demonstrative

purposes. The model just shows, at what place information

about the biorhythmic state of a pilot could be utilized.

In June 1973, an article in the Naval Safety Review magazine

APPROACH with the title "System Safety and the Decision

Maker" was presented by LCDR R. A. Hess (USN) , containing

a suggestion for a "Sortie System Safety Evaluation":

System Safety Evaluation

Aircrew

- training

- qualifications

- capability

- experience

- attitude

- health

- anxiety

fatigue

etc

Environment

- weather

- terrain

- navaids

- terminal facilities

- mission

- sea state

- light

- temperature

- traffic

etc.

Aircraft

-known faults

-system degradation

-fuel load

-change compliance

-configuration

-weapons load

-repeat gripes

-quality of
maintenance

etc

.
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NATOPS CHECKS
QUALIFICATIONS
FLIGHT LEADER

'

BUDDY SYSTEM

AEROLOGY
CHARTS
FLIP
INTELLIGENCE
OPS OFFICER

YELLOW SHEETS
MAINTENANCE
CONTROL

ortie

According to that the three elements were now rated as shown

in the following table, and the scores were added to a "Sortie

total".

Outstand i n g Good F air Marginal

Aircrew
element ACR 5 4 - 3 2

Environment
element E 4 3 2 1

Aircraft
element A 3 2 1

Total of

Acceptable 8-12

Undesirable 6-7 (Requires CO evaluation and decision)

Unacceptable 3-5 (Requires revision of elements)

In this model the importance of the human factor was

recognized by giving more weight to the Aircrew element. An
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improvement certainly would be, to replace the rigid number

scale by a function, thus taking into account more the human

complexity without taking away from the practicality. This

is also the element, where the biorhythmic condition of

the Aircrew would be represented, namely as one of the in-

dependent variables, influencing the dependent variable

"aircrew". One very simple example for such a function

might be the following:

ACR = f(A,E,LC,BC,Q) = ^ (E + A + LC + BC + Q)

where

- E and A like defined above;

- LC stands for "Life Changes", a concept of mea-

suring influences from the psychological side on a scale,

like death of a close relative, or many moves to different

places in the past year, etc. [Rahe, 1973]. The LC-value

ranges from to 13.

- BC stands for Biorhythmic criticality, defined on

a scale from to 10. The value would be assigned, if the

pilot would have the most critical state with the highest

accident probability, the value 10 for the most favorable

state

.

- Q stands for aircrews qualifications, experience,

etc., and is scaled from to 10.

The range of this function would be 5 < ACR < 0.125,

which would still keep computations simple enough, but the

total would now be a little bit more sensitive to slight

differences within the aircrew element. Defining the region
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between 5 and 8 as the one, where CO evaluation and decision

is required, the "poor values" of the aircrew element now

fall into this range, which seems to make sense. A "marginal"

rating of the aircrew element should not lead to an "accept-

able" total, even if everything else looks outstanding.

Also, the system reflects the very high requirements for the

aircrew element, if environment and aircraft are marginal.

Again, it should be emphasized that this was just considered

to be a suggestion for the possible application of Biorhythms

in aviation, and that more research in the suggested direc-

tion needs to be done.
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